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About the College of Policing
We are the professional body for policing for everyone who works for the police 
service in England and Wales. 

Our purpose is to help those working in policing develop the skills and knowledge 
necessary to prevent crime, protect the public and secure public trust.

We have a mandate to set standards in professional development, including codes 
of practice and regulations, to ensure consistency across the 43 forces in England 
and Wales. We also have a remit to set standards for the police service on training, 
development, skills and qualifications, and we provide maximum support to help 
the police service implement these standards.

We are here to give everyone in policing the tools, skills and knowledge they need 
to develop and succeed. The police service faces a series of challenges – from the 
change that police forces must make to deliver savings and reduce crime, to the 
increasing complexity of the threats to national security, public safety and public 
order. We’re helping to meet these challenges. Operating in the public interest, 
we’re an authoritative voice in policing, continually reviewing how we support the 
police service.

In recent years we have introduced Direct Entry points into the police 
service at the ranks of inspector and superintendent. 

The Direct Entry Inspector and Superintendent training and development 
programmes are a fundamental and crucial change to bring new perspectives, 
skills and experience into the police service to deliver a service which is 
professional, efficient and capable of dealing with the growing pressures of today 
and beyond.

We are working in partnership with police forces across England and 
Wales to recruit proven leaders onto our Direct Entry programmes, who 
can bring new ideas and thinking into the police service. 
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Direct Entry Inspector
The issues faced by today’s police service call  
for fresh ideas and new ways of working

The Direct Entry Inspector programme offers the training and support 
you need to make the transition from your current role as a leader to an 
operational police leader and forge a new career in the police service. 

Direct Entry Inspector is for exceptional individuals with proven leadership and 
management skills who want a new, challenging and rewarding career. The two 
year programme has been designed to deliver robust and comprehensive training 
to ensure that, on completion, you will be a competent uniformed operational 
inspector able to make a positive impact on policing and your community. 

Although exciting, intense and varied, being a police officer is not a nine-to-
five job. It involves unpredictable hours, often working in high-risk circumstances. 
You will be expected to manage critical incidents and to direct and support your 
team in dealing with situations that are often complex and time-critical. You 
will have to justify and account for your actions to ensure that you are working 
ethically, with integrity and to the standards the public expect.

No previous experience of policing is necessary to join the Direct Entry 
Inspector programme. The two-year programme is a blend of classroom 
learning delivered at our regional training centres and operational training and 
development in your employer police force. You will spend 80 per cent of your 
training working on operational rotations, learning first-hand what policing  
is all about. 

If you want to do something worthwhile and give something 
back to your community, then a career as a Direct Entry 
Inspector could be for you.

We have also developed a Direct Entry Superintendent programme. 

To find out more on both programmes and apply, visit leadbeyond.police.uk

http://www.leadbeyond.police.uk
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Are you ready for a new 
career challenge? 
Working for the police 

A job in the police service means reducing crime and the fear of crime. 
Achieving this will mean meeting daily challenges, accepting responsibility, 
working as a team and gaining the respect of your community.

Joining the police service through the Direct Entry Inspector programme means 
you’ll also be able to help tackle the future challenges facing the police service 
over the next five years and beyond:

■ maintaining service delivery during ongoing austerity 
■ dealing with changing types of crime (eg, cyber, cross-border, demographics) 
■ internal organisational change (eg, structure, service length, low morale, culture) 
■ managing the need for wider and deeper collaboration  

(eg, new partners, mergers) 
■ effective use of new technologies by the police 
■ responding to increased scrutiny, accountability and demands for transparency 
■ increasing influence of the political environment 
■ maintaining public confidence 
■ the need to redefine success 
■ increasing demand beyond just ‘cutting crime’. 

Your role as a police inspector
Police inspectors are the middle managers of the police service, often 
deployed on the front line. 

There are a variety of roles open to uniformed inspectors. The generic inspector 
will lead a shift consisting of constables and sergeants, supervising both ranks and 
providing leadership at the scene of challenging incidents. They will often attend 
management and coordination meetings and make sure that decisions taken are 
implemented practically, efficiently and safely.
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The responsibilities of an inspector are vast and include leading, planning, 
organising and giving authorisations as required under statute. It is both a 
leadership and operational role. Inspectors must be capable of:

■ providing strong leadership and inspiration to others, inside and outside  
the police service

■ managing teams of officers and staff
■ taking responsibility for the immediate management of critical and  

major incidents
■ allocating work and monitoring performance across their team or unit
■ reviewing systems, procedures and practices in order to introduce improvements
■ making best use of resources
■ managing budgets
■ gaining the confidence of communities through visible leadership and  

close partnerships.

You’ll also be working in partnership with other agencies and, most importantly,  
the communities you serve to maintain law and order, protect members of the 
public and their property, prevent crime, and improve the quality of life for all citizens. 
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You will need to be ambitious, resilient, determined and realistic about 
what is required of you. 

About you

Being a police officer is not a nine-to-five job. You will be expected to provide 
leadership in challenging and difficult situations, the hours can be unpredictable 
and the shifts can sometimes be long. You will have to justify and hold 
accountability for your actions to ensure that you are working ethically and to the 
high standards that the public expect. 

The difference with this career is that you will not just be improving your  
own prospects, but making a significant difference to the lives of people  
in your community.

■ Do you have a proven track record of delivering success as a manager?
■ Do you have the ability and experience to lead large departments?
■ Are you able to take learning from other organisations and apply it to policing?
■ Are you prepared to think independently and ask why things are ‘done this way’?
■ Are you confident in your business and financial skills and able to apply 

these in managerial decisions?
■ Can you help deliver significant organisational change initiatives?
■ Do you have the self-confidence and resilience to overcome any cultural 

resistance to change?
■ Are you able and willing to work flexibly, to commit to working shifts, 

working evenings/nights and weekends as part of a regular pattern?
■ Can you inspire your team?
■ Can you set strategy?
■ Can you make effective quick-time decisions, despite intense pressure?
■ Do you have a real belief in public service?
■ Can you set high standards of behaviour and manage performance? 
■ Can you build partnerships and relationships? 
■ Do you have the emotional resilience to deal with distressing situations with 

compassion and a level head?
■ Are you motivated to make a difference in your community?
■ Are you motivated by a £49k starting salary?

If you think you have what it takes, then apply for Direct Entry Inspector.  
Visit leadbeyond.police.uk

http://www.leadbeyond.police.uk
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Programme structure
Direct Entry Inspector focuses on developing leadership, management and 
operational aspects to equip you with the skills, knowledge and experience 
required to perform effectively at the role of inspector. You will be supported by 
your force and will undergo regular assessments, where you will need to meet set 
standards to remain on the programme.

As a Direct Entry programme member, you will hold the rank of inspector from 
the day that you start in training and will undergo operational rotations at the 
rank of constable, sergeant and finally inspector. You will be given everything 
that you need to progress and be shown how to put that learning into practice. 
Ultimately, you will need the determination and confidence to manage your own 
professional development throughout the programme.

The programme combines classroom learning with operational training and 
is delivered in conjunction with your employer police force. We will support 
individuals’ development to help them perform effectively at the role of inspector 
and support individuals’ continuing development in reaching at least the level of 
superintendent during their careers. 

Constable rotation
During your constable rotation, you will be tutored by an experienced constable. 
You will be at the front line of the criminal justice system, dealing with everything 
from serious crime such as child abuse, missing people and sudden deaths, to 
family feuds and community tensions. This rotation will be the first opportunity 
for you to use your training effectively, turning theory into everyday practice.

Sergeant
During the sergeant rotation, again with daily support, you will take responsibility 
for the general and technical supervision of officers and the wider team of police 
colleagues. You will manage resources, supervise investigations and keep a close 
eye on responses to critical incidents. You will also conduct intelligence-driven 
briefings, taskings and debriefings, and provide leadership to your team.

Inspector
You will perform the role of inspector, supervising constables and sergeants. You will 
plan, organise and direct the work of a team of police officers and staff in a variety of 
law enforcement and policing tasks. You will also manage policing operations, and 
set the strategy and coordinate response at critical incidents. You will frequently find 
yourself the most senior officer on duty due to the 24-hour nature of the role.

Direct Entry Inspector 
programme overview 
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Programme content

College of Policing – Phase 1

Phase 1 is a 10-week module plus an induction aimed at preparing programme 
members for their first operational rotation as a constable and is co-delivered 
with the superintendent programme. Phase 1 includes a 2-week in force induction, 
attestation and 10 weeks residential training.

Police constable rotation

Programme members spend 14 weeks in force, performing the role of constable 
under the tutelage of an experienced work-based coach.

College of Policing – Phase 2

Phase 2 is a 4-week module aimed at preparing programme members for their 
operational sergeant rotation and introduces the role of inspector.

Sergeant rotation

Programme members spend 15 weeks in force, performing the role of sergeant 
under the tutelage of a work-based coach. 

College of Policing – Phase 3

Phase 3 is a 3-week module aimed at preparing programme members for  
their inspector rotation, further developing their risk management and  
decision-making skills.

Inspector rotation

Programme members spend 15 weeks in force, performing the role of an 
inspector under the tutelage of a work-based coach.

College of Policing – Phase 4

Phase 4 is a 2-week module aimed at developing programme members’ 
knowledge of complaints and discipline, performance management, leadership, 
change management and partnership working.

Direct Entry Inspector 
programme overview 
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Duty officer/critical incident manager (with support) rotation

Programme members spend 12 weeks in force, performing the role of duty 
officer/critical incident manager. During this time, the programme member takes 
responsibility for an operational team for the first time and will be mentored 
continually to support their development.

In-force inspector posting (26 Weeks)

In this final stage of training the student will be operating in their target rank in 
order to develop and explore their skills in the role.  Programme members will 
finalise their workplace assessment and the bespoke work-based assessment 
during this time.

College of Policing programme completion

Throughout the 24 months, programme members undertake work-based 
assessment, the inspectors’ knowledge exam and action research projects.

Probation complete

Programme members will have until the end of their probationary period to 
complete the work-based assessment at inspector rank.
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Programme recruitment is annual and the application window opens early 
in the New Year.

The first stage of the process is to complete the online application form 
which you can find on the Direct Entry site leadbeyond.police.uk

Application process

You will be required to demonstrate the relevant competencies for the 
programme in your application. Help and guidance on completing  
competency-based application forms can be found on leadbeyond.police.uk. 

All completed applications will then be sifted by your selected force’s  
recruitment specialists. 

Candidates who are successful at force interview and the National Assessment 
Centre will be offered a place on the programme by the force, subject to number 
of successful candidates and posts available.

Eligibility 
While the focus of this programme is to attract individuals with exceptional 
leadership skills from outside policing, you will still need to take on the 
responsibilities of being a police officer. 

That means that you will need to meet the same eligibility criteria required of 
anyone else who joins the police service. These criteria include checks into your 
finances, previous criminal convictions, fitness and membership of political groups.

We typically expect candidates to have a Level 6/7 qualification but will also 
consider applicants who can demonstrate equivalent level experience for the 
2019 programme

http://www.leadbeyond.police.uk
http://www.leadbeyond.police.uk
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Assessment structure 
At the National Assessment Centre, you will be assessed by a number of different 
assessors. All assessors are appropriately trained in the principles and skills 
associated with the objective and fair assessment of others. Assessors also 
receive training in the specific exercises used at the assessment centre. Assessor 
teams are made up of a mixture of service assessors (from a force in the United 
Kingdom) and external assessors from outside of policing.

More information on the application process, eligibility criteria and 
assessment structure can be found on leadbeyond.police.uk

How do you determine if I am successful? 
Once the assessment has finished, your overall performance is considered. If you 
reach the requisite standard, you will be recommended to go on to the Direct 
Entry Inspector programme. 

Recommended candidates will then be matched to police forces based on  
their initial choices, as far as possible. Forces will then decide which of the 
recommended candidates they wish to offer places to. Forces may decide to 
conduct interviews or a further selection stage at this point, before offering 
places to candidates. 

http://www.leadbeyond.police.uk
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Direct Entry Inspector Direct Entry 
Superintendent 

Programme 
length 24 months 18 months

Role Inspectors are middle 
managers on the front line 
of crime initiatives. It is an 
operational role. Inspectors 
are often in charge of a 
duty shift consisting of 
constables and sergeants, 
supervising both ranks, 
attending management  
and coordination meetings 
and making sure that 
decisions taken are 
implemented practically.

Superintendents are senior 
managers responsible for 
setting strategy, standards 
and day-to-day operational 
policy across a single 
department or a range of 
policing responsibilities.

Responsibilities  Controlling, planning, 
organising and authorising 
the work of police  
officers and civilian staff, 
allocating work and 
monitoring performance. 

Providing leadership and 
managing teams.

Taking responsibility for 
managing major incidents.

Reviewing systems, 
procedures and practices, 
in order to introduce 
improvements.

Making best use  
of resources.

Putting the force’s strategic 
business plan into action.

Determining the concerns 
and priorities of  
communities in relation  
to safety, social inclusion 
and preventing and 
reducing crime and 
antisocial behaviour. 

Setting, monitoring and 
reviewing strategies. 

Managing financial 
challenges. 

Improving organisational 
performance.

Which Direct Entry 
programme is right for you? 
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Skills and 
experience 
required

Personal integrity  
and commitment to  
public transparency. 

Flexible leadership skills. 

Resilience and positivity. 

Internal business and 
financial skills. 

Building partnerships. 

Able to lead effective 
organisational change.  

Creativity and innovation. 

Open-minded and willing to 
challenge existing culture 
and practice. 

Applying relevant 
regulations and procedures 
in complex, unpredictable 
and diverse situations.

Proven track record in 
improving organisational 
performance, managing 
budgets and resources.

Effective and persuasive 
communication to both 
specialist and non-specialist 
audiences, verbally and  
in writing. 

Planning, leading and 
executing complex projects 
requiring cross-disciplinary 
communication. 

Partnership working 
and high-level resource 
management skills.

Critical evaluation 
techniques to inform 
decisions and advance the 
boundaries of professional 
policing knowledge.

Applying regulations, 
procedures and legislation 
sensitively in complex, 
unpredictable and  
diverse situations.

Salary Circa £49k starting salary Circa £65k starting salary 
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An inspector’s view
Lee Page, West Mercia Police

I’d worked for 10 years in journalism and in public relations and built up skills and 
experience in various different sectors at a management level and I had become 
attracted to policing over those years. 

It was something I knew I wanted to do. I felt that I could put my skills to good use 
at a more senior level and the DE programme presented me with the opportunity.

When I was growing up all I ever wanted to be was a journalist. I had ideas about 
holding authorities to account and fighting the great and good on behalf of the 
community. When I started working in the sector it wasn’t how I imagined and I 
wasn’t really getting what I had hoped. I didn’t feel that I was helping people or 
making a difference, so I joined the police in a PR role. 

I really enjoyed my PR role and felt like I was actually making a difference, but the 
more I saw and the more I worked with police officers on the front line, the more I 
realised how much they were doing out there on the ground, getting stuck in and 
making a real difference to people’s lives.  

I was back in the office, and by the time I was dealing with issues that were 
affecting policing, it was too late for me to do much about it. My job was damage 
limitation, reputation management, and I wasn’t really getting out of it what I felt 
I could, so I applied for the DE programme. 

While on the Sgt rotation of the DEI programme, working at the Sgt rank with 
a tutor Sgt. I was responsible for the first line supervision of a team of response 
PCs, who were going out responding to 999 calls and calls for service from 
members of the public. 

The officers deal with anything from missing people to assaults, community 
anti-social type issues and everything in between. As a Sgt looking after that 
team I made sure that they were going to the right places and being used 
effectively as resources prioritising the right things.  

During the Sgt rotation, some of the challenges that came along involved high 
risk missing people. One job I dealt with concerned a person who was going to kill 
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herself. The responsibility fell to me and my officers to find this woman. It was an 
extremely daunting task trying to find her using all the powers that were open to 
me. I felt a great deal of responsibility on me and my team to track her down as 
quickly as possible. 

The Inspector stage involved managing a team of Sgts and PCs. Earlier on in the 
programme I was on PC rotation, which involved me going out with other PCs 
wearing my Inspector epaulets, but essentially doing the job of a PC. I went out 
on a wide variety of jobs as a PC. 

One that sticks out was of an elderly couple who had been in a car crash with 
a bus. The best thing was being able to put my arm around them and reassure 
them in what was their hour of need. The couple had never really been involved 
with the police before and just being there for them and making that difference 
was brilliant. 

To get a letter from them afterwards saying what effect that had on them and 
how reassured they were by the police presence made a big difference to me. 

Another job I went to was a domestic abuse case of an elderly woman whose 
husband had hit her and I was the officer that got her to open up about 
decades of abuse. To be the person that’s there and create that bond with 
someone, so that they open up for you to provide them with the help they’ve 
needed for so long, it’s just something that you can’t really measure.

The reception I had in force has been pleasantly surprising. I heard lots about 
cultural resistance to the scheme. I know that it’s a new concept and there is 
scepticism. Some people don’t like it and are sceptical, but I’ve found it is how  
I am as an individual that counts. 

It comes down to the relationships that you can strike up with people. I’ve 
found if I talk to people the way I want to be spoken to myself and by acting the 
same as I would in my previous roles, people have been absolutely fine with me. 
They’ve supported me, and we’ve got on well and I’ve been able to do my job, 
they’ve been able to do theirs and it’s been a positive experience. 
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There are a few people who don’t like the programme, or are resistant to it, but 
that’s just the way it is. You just get on with it, and actually the majority of people 
are very supportive and easy to get on with. 

This programme is an incredible opportunity. You can join the police at 
a management level and make a difference by using all the skills you’ve 
developed from working in other sectors. It’s a job like no other. You can go out 
and respond to people in their hour of need and really make that difference. 

The support that you get from the College of Policing and the forces involved 
in the programme is second to none. You won’t be left to get lost in a sea of 
learning, as it’s a really focused programme. There’s a lot of support wrapped 
around you to help you to succeed. I really recommend the DE programme. 
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